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Exam Board: Pearson Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: History First teaching:
September 2016 First exams: June 2018 Endorsed for Edexcel Enable students
to achieve their full potential while ensuring pace, enjoyment and motivation with
this popular series from the leading History publisher for secondary schools. br”
Blends in-depth coverage of topics with activities and strategies to help students
to acquire, retain and revise core subject knowledge brbr” Uses an exciting mix
of clear narrative, visual stimulus materials and a rich collection of contemporary
sources to capture students' interestbrbr” Helps students to maximise their grade
potential and develop their exam skills through structured guidance on answering
every question type successfullybrbr” Builds on our experience publishing
popular GCSE History resources, providing you with accurate, authoritative
content written by experienced teachers who understand the content and
assessment requirementsbr
Create capable, independent linguists with hours of ready-made activities that
embed the essential French grammar knowledge needed for exam success.
Tailored to the Edexcel International GCSE French specification, this Grammar
Workbook will enable you to: - Support students throughout the course with this
end-to-end learning resource that works alongside the Student Book and can be
used flexibly for classwork and homework - Build students' knowledge and
confidence with clear explanations of key grammar points, detailed verb tables
for easy reference and a wide range of engaging activities - Save valuable
preparation and marking time with ready-made, self-contained exercises that
don't need photocopying and have the full answers provided online - Stretch and
challenge students to achieve their best grade while ensuring the progression
required for further study
Exam board: International Baccalaureate Level: IB Diploma Subject: Spanish
First teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 Develop competent
communicators who can demonstrate a sound conceptual understanding of the
language with a flexible course that ensures thorough coverage of the updated
Spanish B Guide and is designed to meet the needs of all IB students at
Standard and Higher Level. - Empower students to communicate confidently by
exploring the five prescribed themes through authentic texts and skills practice at
the right level, delivered in clear learning pathways. - Ensure students are able to
produce coherent written texts and deliver proficient presentations with grammar
and vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to appropriate spoken and
written registers. - Improve receptive skills with authentic written texts, audio
recordings spoken at a natural pace, and carefully crafted reading and listening
tasks. - Promote global citizenship, intercultural understanding and an
appreciation of Hispanic cultures through a wide range of text types and cultural
material from around the world. - Deliver effective practice with a range of
structured tasks within each unit that build reading, listening, speaking and
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writing skills. - Establish meaningful links to TOK and CAS, and identify learner
profile attributes in action. The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download
from www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras
An international bestseller chronicles the adventures of twelve-year-old Annetta,
desperate to get away from her stifling Sicilian village, who is sent away to live
with grim relatives, where a shocking truth about her childhood is revealed.
Imagine having the perfect friend, one who never steals, lies or bullies. Now you
can, with the TrooFriend 560, the latest in artificial intelligence! What can go
wrong with a robot buddy? Especially one that's developing human
characteristics and feelings, and who has just run away with her human?
The front lines of World War I may be in the battle-scarred fields of France, but
inside this dugout the essence of England is intimately mixed with the hardpacked dirt of the walls and floor. Captain Stanhope will stand no shirking from
the men in his command-- or from himself. After three years in and around the
trenches, he is utterly exhausted and absolutely terrified. When Raleigh, a junior
schoolmate from home, gets posted to Stanhope's company, the poor man is
badly shaken. Hero worship is for sunny afternoons on the cricket pitch and
leisurely discussions of Keats-- not for the horrors of war. Stanhope wants to
believe Raleigh is just another soldier in the crowd. He tries to lose sight of him
among Osborne, the former schoolmaster, Trotter, the proud gardener showing
off photos of his prize hollyhocks, and the good-humored Hardy. Yet, when the
long-anticipated enemy attack explodes around them, Stanhope and Raleigh
must come to terms with the age-old tragedy of battle.
Love To Teach: Research and Resources for every classroom is an exciting book
that combines the latest educational research with examples of what this can
look like in the classroom. Filled with research-informed ideas to support all
teachers and leaders in both Primary and Secondary this book would be great for
NQTs to more experienced teachers and leaders alike. The educational research
is presented in a format which is accessible, helpful and informative and will help
inform educators about cutting-edge research in practical and applicable ways.
The practical resources are easily adaptable and ready to be implemented in any
classroom and are grounded in Kate's own classroom practice. 'Written with the
same passion, reflection and drive that runs through everything Kate does, Love
To Teach is a real gem. Kate explores a huge range of practical pick-up-and-use
strategies rooted deeply in educational research. The book is an equal balance
between thought-provoking and extremely useful. Love to Teach is a great
resource for all teachers who are committed to improving their practice and
increasing their impact upon the futures of the young people they teach.' -- Sarah
Findlater Secondary Principal at Gems First Point School Dubai. Author and
Series Editor of the Bloomsbury CPD Library @msfindlater
This edition of our successful series to support the Cambridge IGCSE Biology
syllabus (0610) is fully updated for the revised syllabus for first examination from
2016. Written by an experienced teacher who is passionate about practical skills,
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the Cambridge IGCSE® Biology Practical Workbook makes it easier to
incorporate practical work into lessons. This Workbook provides interesting and
varied practical investigations for students to carry out safely, with guided
exercises designed to develop the essential skills of handling data, planning
investigations, analysis and evaluation. Exam-style questions for each topic offer
novel scenarios for students to apply their knowledge and understanding, and to
help them to prepare for their IGCSE Biology paper 5 or paper 6 examinations.
The vast majority of teachers enjoy teaching and are positive about their workplace and
colleagues, but they are disappointed by the profession. According to the UK's Health and
Safety Executive, teaching staff and education professionals report the highest rates of workrelated stress, depression and anxiety in Britain. A colossal 81% of teachers say that they have
considered leaving teaching in the last year because of workload. I've been there myself, and I
have come out of the other end triumphant. In this book I'm going to show you that it is
possible to be a guilt-free, effective teacher, without compromising on the quality of your
teaching or time with friends and family, and without giving away your precious evenings,
weekends and holidays. The book includes true and tested strategies which continue to work
well for me, and I'm confident they will work for you. I'll provide you with 'real world' tools from
someone who, just like you, is in the classroom Monday to Friday. I'm going to demonstrate
how you can tackle your ever-increasing workload, including both ways of reducing it and ways
to improve your own productivity. I'm going to show you that it is possible to obtain healthy
levels of occupational well-being and truly achieve a work-life balance. You are going to get
your life back.
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2017 First
Exam: June 2019 Endorsed by WJEC/Eduqas Ensure that every student can fulfil their
potential with this tailor-made Student Book for the 2017 specifications; our bestselling
Business authors develop knowledge and skills through clear explanations, real-life examples
and assessment practice questions. - Builds understanding of business concepts through
accessible explanations, supported by definitions of key terms and tips that highlight important
points and common misconceptions - Enables students to apply their knowledge to real
business examples, issues and contexts in the 'Business insight' feature - Develops
investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through multiple choice, short answer and case
study/data response questions, sample answers and commentary - Encourages students to
track their progress using learning outcomes, end-of-chapter summaries and knowledge-check
questions - Helps students practise and improve their quantitative skills via the 'Maths moment'
feature - Stretches students with questions that test their ability to make an informed
judgement This book covers the content of: - 2017 WJEC GCSE (A*-G) Business specification
regulated by Qualifications Wales - 2017 WJEC Eduqas GCSE (9-1) Business specification
regulated by Ofqual
Sherrington amplifies and augments the principles and further demonstrates how they can be
put into practice in everyday classrooms.
Practise and perfect the knowledge and skills that students need to achieve their best grade in
the Edexcel GCSE (9-1) History exams. Packed full of consolidation activities and exam-style
questions, this time-saving Workbook makes it easier to reinforce understanding throughout
the course and prepare for examination. - Apply, embed and recap knowledge using tried-andtested consolidation activities that put the large amount of content into context - Develop the
exam skills required for the 9-1 examinations with a bank of practice questions that covers
every question type and includes mark allocations to indicate how much time students should
spend on an answer - Help students identify their revision needs and understand how to
improve their responses by consulting the online answers/answer guidance for each activity
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and question - Use flexibly for homework or classwork, during the course or for revision and
exam practice - Feel confident about exam preparation, knowing that the activities and
questions have been carefully created by a team of experienced examiners and practising
teachers
A Liverpudlian West Side Story, Blood Brothers is the story of twin brothers separated at birth
because their mother cannot afford to keep them both. One of them is given away to wealthy
Mrs Lyons and they grow up as friends in ignorance of their fraternity until the inevitable
quarrel unleashes a blood-bath. Blood Brothers was first performed at the Liverpool Playhouse
in 1983 and subsequently transferred to the Lyric Theatre, London. It was revived in the West
End in 1988 for a long-running production and opened on Broadway in 1993.
Split into sections on grammar, vocabulary, speaking, listening, reading, writing, translation
and revision, 100 Ideas for Secondary Teachers: Outstanding MFL Lessons presents tried-andtested ideas that cover all aspects of the modern foreign languages (MFL) curriculum.
Experienced MFL teacher, Dannielle Warren, shares interactive games and activities to
support and challenge all students learning a modern foreign language. This accessible
resource presents suggestions for helping students revise effectively and strategies for
marking and feedback to enable their progress. It is suitable for all MFL teachers, regardless of
the language they teach, and includes examples in French, Spanish and German. With online
resources and ideas ranging from pass the parcel to drawing dictation, 100 Ideas for
Secondary Teachers: Outstanding MFL Lessons is ideal for all teachers in need of some
inspiration and fresh ideas.
This book supports students preparing for Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE
English as a Second Language (0510 / 0511 / 0991). The full-colour exam preparation and
practice book contains four guided practice tests, audio and video to build confidence ready for
the revised exam from 2019. It takes an active learning approach with a test-teach-test
methodology. This encourages students to think about how they are developing language
skills, helping them progress. Full sample answers with examiner comments and grades are
included to help students understand what is required in the writing and speaking exams. This
is part of the Cambridge IGCSE ESL toolbox of resources - the widest choice of resources for
this qualification.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: AS/A-level Subject: French First Teaching: September 2016 First
Exam: June 2017 Endorsed for the Edexcel A Level specification from 2016. Develop all four
language skills with a single textbook that has clear progression from GCSE and throughout
the new A Level. - Clear progression through four stages of learning: transition, AS, A-level
and extension - Develops language skills through reading, listening, speaking and writing
tasks, plus translation and research practice - Exposes students to authentic topical stimulus
and film and literature tasters for every work - Equips students with the tools they need to
succeed with learning strategies throughout - Prepares students for the assessment with
advice on the new individual research project and essay-writing - Builds grammar skills with
exercises throughout and a detailed grammar reference section Audio resources to
accompany the Student Book must be purchased separately through your institution. They can
be purchased in several ways: 1) as part of the Dynamic Learning Teaching and Learning
resource; 2) as a separate audio download; 3) as part of the Student eTextbook. The Audio
resources are not part of the Edexcel endorsement process.

Retrieval practice is a strategy in which bringing information to mind enhances
and boosts learning. In this punchy and accessible book, Kate Jones gives
educators strategies and tips for using this powerful technique in their
classrooms.
Ensure that every student can fulfil their potential with this tailor-made Student
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Book for the 2017 specifications; our bestselling Business authors develop
knowledge and skills through clear explanations, real-life examples and
assessment practice questions. - Builds understanding of business concepts
through accessible explanations, supported by definitions of key terms and tips
that highlight important points and common misconceptions - Enables students to
apply their knowledge to the real business examples, issues and contexts in the
'Business insight' feature - Develops investigative, analytical and evaluation skills
through multiple choice, short answer and case study/data response questions,
sample answers and commentary - Encourages students to track their progress
using learning outcomes, end-of-chapter summaries and knowledge-check
questions - Helps students practise and improve their quantitative skills via the
'Maths moment' feature - Stretches students with questions that test their ability
to make an informed judgement
Crown House Publishing wishes to announce that they are working with Eduqas
to ensure endorsement of textbooks for modern foreign languages. The
textbooks cover the reformed GCSEs for Wales, which will be taught from 2016
and awarded for the first time in 2018. There are three new textbooks, covering
the French, German and Spanish GCSE qualifications that have been designed
in conjunction with examiners, specification developers and experienced
teachers to support learners through the challenges of the new specifications.
They offer engaging and relevant content and provide comprehensive coverage
of the WJEC themes, incorporating all of the new exam components, including:
¢¢ Literary and authentic texts ¢¢ Listening and reading tasks that correspond to
the DfE context, purpose and scope of study requirements ¢¢ Role plays, photo
cards and conversation questions ¢¢ Translation (from and into each language)
¢¢ Increased focus on grammar ¢¢ Opportunities for stretch and challenge
Spanish Sentence Builders is a workbook aimed at beginner to pre-intermediate
students co-authored by two modern languages educators with over 40 years of
extensive classroom experience between the two, both in the UK and
internationally. This 'no-frills' book contains 19 units of work on very popular
themes, jam-packed with graded vocabulary-building, reading, translation,
retrieval practice and writing activities. Key vocabulary, lexical patterns and
structures are recycled and interleaved throughout.Each unit includes:1) a
sentence builder modelling the target constructions;2) a set of vocabulary
building activities;3) a set of narrow reading texts exploited through a range of
tasks focusing on both the meaning and structural levels of the text; - a set of
retrieval-practice translation tasks;4) a set of writing tasks targeting essential
micro-skills such as spelling, lexical retrieval, syntax, editing and communication
of meaning.Based on the Extensive Processing Instruction (E.P.I.) principle that
learners learn best from comprehensible and highly patterned input flooded with
the target linguistic features, the authors have carefully designed each and every
text and activity to enable the student to process and produce each item many
times over. This occurs throughout each unit of work as well as in smaller
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grammar, vocabulary and question-skills micro-units located at regular intervals
in the book, which aim at reinforcing the understanding and retention of the target
grammar, vocabulary and question patterns.
Teaching is a delightfully rewarding, wonderfully enlightening and diverse career.
Yet, at present, teacher recruitment and retention are in crisis, with some of the
most at risk of leaving the profession being those in their early years of teaching.
Making it as a Teacher offers a variety of tips, anecdotes, real-life examples and
practical advice to help new teachers survive and thrive through the first 5 years
of teaching, from the first-hand experiences of a teacher and middle leader.
Divided into thematic sections, Making It, Surviving and Thriving, the book
explores the issues and challenges teachers may face, including: Lesson
planning, marking and feedback Behaviour and classroom management Worklife balance Progression, CPD and networking With the voices of teaching
professionals woven throughout, this is essential reading for new teachers, those
undertaking initial teacher training, QT mentors and other teaching staff that
support new teachers in the early stages of their career.
Target success in AQA GCSE (9-1) History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style questions,
revision tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely
on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every
student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using the topicby-topic planner - Enjoy an interactive approach to revision, with clear topic
summaries that consolidate knowledge and related activities that put the content
into context - Build, practise and enhance exam skills by progressing through
revision tasks and Test Yourself activities - Improve exam technique through
exam-style questions and sample answers with commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the
activities available online This title covers the following options: Period studies Germany, 1890-1945: Democracy and dictatorship - America, 1920-1973:
Opportunity and inequality Wider world depth studies - Conflict and tension,
1918-1939 - Conflict and tension between East and West, 1945-1972 - Conflict
and tension in Asia, 1950-1975 Thematic studies - Britain: Health and the people:
c1000 to the present day - Britain: Power and the people: c1170 to the present
day British depth studies - Norman England, c1066-c1100 - Elizabethan England,
c1568-1603
Film analysis made easy. Build your students' confidence in their language
abilities and help them develop the skills needed to critique their chosen work:
putting it into context, understanding the themes and director's technique, as well
as specialist terminology. Breaking down each scene, character and theme in El
laberinto del fauno, this accessible guide will enable your students to understand
the historical and social context of the film and give them the critical and
language skills needed to write a successful essay. - Strengthen language skills
with relevant grammar, vocab and writing exercises throughout - Aim for top
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marks by building a bank of textual examples and quotes to enhance exam
response - Build confidence with knowledge-check questions at the end of every
chapter - Revise effectively with pages of essential vocabulary and key mind
maps throughout - Feel prepared for exams with advice on how to write an
essay, plus sample essay questions, two levels of model answers and examiner
commentary
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
The American Anti-Vivisection Society (AAVS) petitioned the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
on April 23, 1997, to prohibit the use of animals in the production of mAb. On September 18,
1997, NIH declined to prohibit the use of mice in mAb production, stating that "the ascites
method of mAb production is scientifically appropriate for some research projects and cannot
be replaced." On March 26, 1998, AAVS submitted a second petition, stating that "NIH failed to
provide valid scientific reasons for not supporting a proposed ban." The office of the NIH
director asked the National Research Council to conduct a study of methods of producing
mAb. In response to that request, the Research Council appointed the Committee on Methods
of Producing Monoclonal Antibodies, to act on behalf of the Institute for Laboratory Animal
Research of the Commission on Life Sciences, to conduct the study. The 11 expert members
of the committee had extensive experience in biomedical research, laboratory animal
medicine, animal welfare, pain research, and patient advocacy (Appendix B). The committee
was asked to determine whether there was a scientific necessity for the mouse ascites
method; if so, whether the method caused pain or distress; and, if so, what could be done to
minimize the pain or distress. The committee was also asked to comment on available in vitro
methods; to suggest what acceptable scientific rationale, if any, there was for using the mouse
ascites method; and to identify regulatory requirements for the continued use of the mouse
ascites method. The committee held an open data-gathering meeting during which its
members summarized data bearing on those questions. A 1-day workshop (Appendix A) was
attended by 34 participants, 14 of whom made formal presentations. A second meeting was
held to finalize the report. The present report was written on the basis of information in the
literature and information presented at the meeting and the workshop.
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Religious Studies First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: June 2018 Bring out the best in every student, enabling them to develop in-depth
subject knowledge with this accessible and engaging Student's Book, created for the 2016
specification by a team of subject specialists. - Helps students of all abilities fulfill their potential
and increase their understanding through clear, detailed explanations of the key content and
concepts - Motivates students to build and cement their knowledge and skills using a range of
imaginative, innovative activities that support learning and revision - Provides a variety of
quotes from sources of authority that students can draw on to enhance their responses and
extend their learning - Encourages students to make links between the world religions and
philosophical and ethical issues so they develop a holistic view of religion in modern Britain Prepares students for examination with a rich bank of exam-style questions, guidance on how
to improve responses and student-friendly assessment criteria - Enables you to teach
unfamiliar topics and systematic studies confidently with clear explanations of Christian,
Catholic Christian, Islamic and Judaic beliefs and practices, verified by faith organisations
WJEC Eduqas GCSE RS Component 1: Religious, philosophical and ethical studies in the
Modern World 1 Issues of Relationship 2 Issues of Life and Death 3 Issues of Good and Evil 4
Issues of Human Rights Component 2: 5 Beliefs and teachings 6 Christianity: Practices
Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Islam 7 Islam: Beliefs and teachings 8 Islam: Practices
Component 3: Study of a World Faith - Judaism 9 Judaism: Beliefs and teachings 10 Judaism:
Practices
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The design of school curriculums involves deep thought about the nature of knowledge and its
value to learners and society. It is a serious responsibility that raises a number of questions.
What is knowledge for? What knowledge is important for children to learn? How do we decide
what knowledge matters in each school subject? And how far should the knowledge we teach
in school be related to academic disciplinary knowledge? These and many other questions are
taken up in What Should Schools Teach? The blurring of distinctions between pedagogy and
curriculum, and between experience and knowledge, has served up a confusing message for
teachers about the part that each plays in the education of children. Schools teach through
subjects, but there is little consensus about what constitutes a subject and what they are for.
This book aims to dispel confusion through a robust rationale for what schools should teach
that offers key understanding to teachers of the relationship between knowledge (what to
teach) and their own pedagogy (how to teach), and how both need to be informed by values of
intellectual freedom and autonomy. This second edition includes new chapters on Chemistry,
Drama, Music and Religious Education, and an updated chapter on Biology. A revised
introduction reflects on emerging discourse around decolonizing the curriculum, and on the
relationship between the knowledge that children encounter at school and in their homes.
This Student Book provides a grammar-led approach with extensive exam preparation to
develop independent, culturally aware students of German, ready for the exam. This book is
endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest IGCSE® (0525) and
International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate (0677) syllabuses. Extensive use of German reflects
the style of the exams and, with specific advice and practice, it helps students use the acquired
skills to their best ability. Topics on German-speaking cultures are integrated throughout to
ensure students gain the cultural awareness that is at the heart of this qualification. - Develop
students' ability to use German effectively - Stretch and challenge students to achieve their
best grades - Ensure the progression required for further study at A-level or equivalent Provide insight and encourage a positive attitude towards other cultures The book provides upto-date content following a clear sequencing of topics designed specifically for teaching
German at this level. It is designed to develop spontaneous, confident linguists who are able to
progress to further study of German. - Teacher Resource + Audio-CDs (ISBN 9781471833076)
includes all recordings and transcripts together with detailed guidance, editable vocabulary
lists, cultural PowerPoints and interactive quizzes - Grammar Workbook (ISBN
9781471833182) Vocabulary is also available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning
application Visit www.vocabexpress.co.uk/hodder for more information.
Rewritten and redesigned in full-colour, A4 format, this new York Notes for GCSE edition of An
Inspector Calls will help your students achieve the best possible grade. Written by GCSE
examiners to give all students an expert understanding of the text and the exam, it includes: *
*An invaluable exam skills section with essay plans, sample answers and expert guidance on
understanding the question so students will know exactly what they need to do to succeed. *A
wealth of useful content including key quotes, checklists, study tips and short activities that will
help students revise efficiently and remember everything they need to write the best answers.
*The widest coverage with in-depth analysis of character, themes, language, context and style,
all helping students to succeed in the exam by demonstrating how well they understand the
text.
"'Will you walk into my parlour,' said the Spider to the Fly..." is easily one of the most
recognized and quoted first lines in all of English verse. But do you have any idea how the ageold tale of the Spider and the Fly ends? This enduring verse from Mary Howitt dates back to
the nineteenth century, but its warning - to beware the wiles of flattery - remains today as
relevant as ever. Now in its tenth year, celebrated artist Tony DiTerlizzi, drawing inspiration
from his love of classic Hollywood horror movies of the 1920s and 1930s, shines a cinematic
spotlight on Mary Howitt's warning, written to her own children about those who use sweet
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words to hide their not-so-sweet intentions. Featuring new jacket art and a commemorative
poster this special 10th anniversary edition of the quintessential cautionary tale is a must have!
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B
specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the specification. As
well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage
students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Our Practice, Problem Solving and Reasoning Books provide students with questions relating
to every exercise in the main lessons of the Student Book to give twice the practice.
"Strongly recommend the book: a must-have" "Chapeau! Already on our trainee reading list."
"Absolutely loving this! Inspirational, practical, so sensible and backed up by research. Well
done, gentlemen, and thank you." The Language Teacher Toolkit is designed with both
practising and trainee (pre-service) teachers in mind and uniquely bridges the gap between
research and classroom practice. It is a comprehensive and clearly written handbook,
particularly useful for teachers of modern foreign languages (world languages) who work in
high schools (secondary education). Written by two highly-experienced teachers with an
interest in research and theory, it offers a reflective approach along with many practical
classroom activities which can immediately be applied in daily teaching. The book closes with
sample lessons for French, German and Spanish. Chapters include: - methods - classroom
oral techniques - teaching in the target language - developing spontaneous talk - teaching
grammar and vocabulary - listening, reading and writing - subject knowledge - using song,
drama and games - assessment - using pictures - teaching advanced level students technology - behaviour and motivation - evaluating and writing resources - translation - lesson
planning - example lesson plans The busy languages teacher can quickly find ideas for
enhancing practice, while insightful consideration of research helps create a basis for personal
development in the field. The authors are two internationally well-known bloggers in the field of
language teaching and applied linguistics: Steve Smith is a former Head of Languages, taught
languages for over 30 years, holds an MA in applied linguistics, writes the very popular
resources site frenchteacher.net and the widely-read blog frenchteachernet.com Dr Gianfranco
Conti has taught languages for over twenty years, holds a PhD in applied linguistics, is as
award-winning blogger and resource writer for TES and runs the popular interactive website
language-gym.com
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: French First Teaching: September 2016 First
Exam: June 2017 Our Student Book has been approved by AQA. Support the transition from
GCSE and through the new A-level specification with a single textbook that has clear
progression through four defined stages of learning suitable for a range of abilities. We have
developed a completely new textbook designed specifically to meet the demands of the new
2016 specification. The Student Book covers both AS and A-level in one textbook to help
students build on and develop their language skills as they progress throughout the course. Supports the transition from GCSE with clear progression through four stages of learning:
transition, AS, A-level and extension - Exposes students to authentic target language material
with topical stimulus, and film and literature tasters for every work - Builds grammar and
translation skills with topic-related practice and a comprehensive grammar reference section Develops language skills with a variety of tasks, practice questions and research activities Gives students the tools they need to succeed with learning strategies throughout - Prepares
students for the assessment with advice on essay-writing and the new individual research
project Audio resources to accompany the Student Book must be purchased separately
through your institution. They can be purchased in several ways: 1) as part of the Dynamic
Learning Teaching and Learning resource; 2) as a separate audio download; 3) as part of the
Student eTextbook. The Audio resources are not part of the AQA approval process.
Music Cover Lessons is the perfect resource for music departments that are faced with
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providing emergency absence cover, often by non-specialist teachers. This book provides ten
valuable learning experiences that are focused on the need for stylistic awareness,
understanding of key terms and appreciation of musical traditions.
This book is meant as a revision resource for GCSE Spanish. It can be used independently by
students as well as for teacher-directed classroom practice. It contains 16 units which focus
mainly on the themes: myself, family and relationships, daily activities, my role model, hobbies
and leisure. Each unit consists of a knowledge organiser recapping the target sentence
patterns and lexical items, a series of receptive vocabulary building activities; a set of narrow
reading texts and activities; a set of translation tasks. The tasks are graded in order to pose an
increasingly demanding but manageable cognitive load and challenge and are based on Dr
Conti's P.I.P.O. framework: Pre-reading tasks (activation of prior knowledge and pre-teaching)
In-reading tasks (intensive exploitation of texts) Post-reading tasks (consolidation) Output
(pushed-output tasks) Consistent with Dr Conti's E.P.I. approach, each of the 16 units in the
book provide extensive recycling of the target lexical items both within each unit and
throughout the book, across all the dimensions of receptive and productive processing, i.e.:
orthography (single letters and syllables), lexis (both words and chunks), grammar/syntax (with
much emphasis on functional and positional processing), meaning and discourse. The
recycling occurs through input-flooding and forced retrieval through a wide range of engaging,
tried and tested, classic Conti tasks (more than 20 per unit). These include student favourites
such as slalom writing, faulty translation, spot the missing detail, sentence puzzles, etc. Table
of contents 1 Introducing myself 2 Describing myself, my family and friends 3 Talking about my
hobbies and interests 4 Describing a typical day in school 5 Describing what I do after school 6
Talking about a typical weekend 7 Talking about what I did last weekend 8 Talking about when
I was younger 9 Discussing the qualities of a good friend 10 Describing the qualities of a good
partner 11 Saying why I don't get along with people 12 Saying why I get along with people 13
Saying why I argue with my parents 14 Discussing why couples break up 15 Talking about a
person I admire 16 Bringing it all together - Parts 1-5
Exam board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: Business First teaching: September 2017 First
exams: Summer 2019 Target success in OCR GCSE (9-1) Business with this proven formula
for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam-style tasks and
practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test
their knowledge. With My Revision Notes every student can: - Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate their knowledge by working
through clear and focused coverage of the OCR GCSE Business specification - Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Check your understanding'
activities and answers, plus end-of-topic 'I can' checklists - Improve exam technique through
practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid - Revise, remember
and accurately use key business terms with definitions alongside the text for quick and easy
reference
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